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Infertility as a Believer - Cautious Reflections 
Earl D Oliver                                                                      

 

As I share some thoughts on the subject of infertility,  

I’m not approaching it primarily as an ethicist or a 

theologian, but as a pastor who has ached with friends 

and family who have struggled with it.  There are many 

thoughts and issues beyond the scope of this paper worthy of further 

consideration, but my goal here is to be understanding more than convincing.   

Infertility is often a silent grief. It brings with its confusion and pain a sense of 

isolation and a unique kind of loneliness that must not go unchecked.  But how a 

person processes their infertility is quite personal and choices or decisions should 

be made between a person and their Lord.  I am willing to advise when asked, 

support where I can and give caution where needed, but I shouldn’t give black and 

white answers with a detached certainty. 

As with many complex problems, the best first step is usually to listen well. 

One woman described her struggle with infertility as follows: 

“I was 26 years old when I was first diagnosed with infertility. In my 

case, the inability to conceive was the result of a condition called 

stage 4 endometriosis. 

Like many people facing infertility, I was heartbroken by the news. 

I’d always believed I’d have a large family. The choices I found 

myself having to make in the years that followed, and the mounting 

agony of repeat in vitro fertilization (IVF) cycles, left me 

devastated.”   (Healthline) 

One infertile man expressed it this way: 

“Sadness. Frustration. Anger. Shame.” 

“Steven (not his name) experienced all these emotions when he and 

his wife were having trouble conceiving a child. Weeks went by, 

then months and years. With every negative pregnancy test and 
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every early miscarriage, both Steven and his wife grew more 

despondent. 

Steven found himself falling into what he calls "the spiral of 

devastation" with self-doubt and self-loathing. He convinced himself 

it was all his fault.” 

"I went through these bouts of being ridiculously hopeless. I 

convinced myself I didn't deserve to be a father," he says. "And I had 

no one to talk to about any of it."  (Seleni Institute) 

The U.C.L.A. Health web site tells us  

“Most people will have the strong desire to conceive a child at some point 

during their lifetime. Understanding what defines normal fertility is crucial 

to helping a person, or couple, know when it is time to seek help. Most 

couples (approximately 85%) will achieve pregnancy within one year of 

trying, with the greatest likelihood of conception occurring during the 

earlier months. Only an additional 7% of couples will conceive in the 

second year. As a result, infertility has come to be defined as the 

inability to conceive within 12 months. This diagnosis is therefore shared 

by 15% of couples attempting to conceive.”   

Infertility often creates such heartache that it becomes a primary focus of a 

marriage and a major cloud over the lives of those involved.  When dealing with 

believers who are struggling with this, and in our eagerness to defend our Lord, 

the church often spouts true but unhelpful platitudes of the faith in response to 

those trying to understand something that can be haunting and confusing.  We 

unnecessarily remind them that God is sovereign in all He does and that He still 

has a purpose for us beyond our desire to have a family.  Truths like that can be 

painfully insensitive to someone who already knows and believes them, but is still 

aching.  What they need more right then is our tears, our sympathy, our 

compassion and our understanding.   

 

 

 

 

 

The truths of the Scriptures should never be compromised, 

but they should also never be brutal. 
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Even though infertility is a fairly common experience, it can still be a difficult and 

confusing course to navigate.  According to the Center for Disease Control, 

approximately 7–10% of couples face some form of infertility.  But even though 

you may know others who have been unable to conceive, you may still feel 

somewhat alone in your dilemma.  It could be helpful to find someone who’s a 

good listener so you can pour out your grief without fearing some unsolicited and 

useless advice.   

Besides being so hard to talk about, this sense of isolation is often because even 

when another person has had a similar experience as yours, it’s never identical and 

since no two people respond the same way to such experiences, each event will be 

somewhat unique to you.  That’s why I try to avoid ever telling a hurting person, 

“I understand what you’re going through.”  I do want to be understanding and 

show them love, but I can’t pretend to know exactly what they are wrestling with 

even if I’ve been through something similar. 

Churches also need to be sensitive to couples in the congregation facing infertility.  

Sometimes when introducing and celebrating the births of children in the 

congregation, there should occasionally be some acknowledgement of the 

struggles infertile couples face.  Something might be said during such 

announcements or maybe at a different occasion, but churches need to publically 

express their support and sympathy for childless families.  (Such compassion is 

also important for those who have been divorced, never married, have had an 

abortion in the past or struggling with same sex attraction, etc.)  Public prayer on 

occasion would also be appropriate. 

Some common questions surrounding infertility: 

1. What are our options? 

 

a. Adoption is often the main option presented to these couples.  But as 

good as adoption may be, it isn’t an easy and obvious option for all.  

There can be great cost, a long process, plus the possible uncertainty 

and mystery of a child’s medical history.  There is also the 

frightening risk that at some point in the process, one of the birth 

parents may decide to take the child back and thwart the adoption 

process, seriously crushing our hope.  Even when these aren’t 

difficulties for a couple, and even though adoption may be good, it is 

still not the same as bearing and raising your own child.  So infertile 
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couples shouldn’t be judged, or their concerns dismissed, because 

they might have a hard time feeling drawn to adoption. Also we 

shouldn’t forget that many adopted children grow to have difficulty 

with the fact that they were adopted. Having said all that, we should 

all remember how easily a child can find a home in our hearts when 

we are able to open up to them. 

 

b. Medical options are often considered after months or years of prayer 

have felt unheard.  A medical option may indeed be part of God’s 

answer to your prayers.  For example, in II Cor. 12:7-10 the Apostle 

Paul prayed three times for his physical malady to be taken from 

him, which it wasn’t, and then later he spent many years traveling 

with Luke the physician.  I imagine that God’s provision of Dr. Luke 

for Paul not only delivered personalized medical care in answer to 

his prayer, but also pleasant companionship, wise counsel and a 

wealth of historical knowledge of the life of our Lord; far more than 

Paul may have even thought to ask for. 

When considering a medical option, we should be careful to think 

through the physical and/or moral risks for various medical options.  

For example, in vitro fertilization has been viewed with much moral 

concern in the past, and still poses some important questions.  But in 

many places now, IVF includes the option of allowing unused, 

fertilized embryos to be adopted by other couples with various 

fertility problems of their own.  So the thought of your fertilized 

embryo being killed if unused is not necessarily a risk.   

Other medical treatments, nutritional considerations, counseling and 

other factors could also be pursued as possible aids in your search of 

help. 

While you are seeking help from our Lord and any other means He has provided, 

don’t neglect the other purposes God has for your life.   

 

• Continue to grow in your love for Him and in your love for others.   

• Continue to use your various gifts and consider ministries that you may 

not have been able to do if you had children.   
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• You might further develop your love for children by caring for the 

children of others who may be blessed with so many family 

responsibilities that they really could use a helpful break.  

• Don’t let jealousy or resentment limit your love.  Child care, teaching 

Sunday School, and other options are not only good and helpful 

ministries, but can broaden your heart for all of your brothers and sisters 

in Christ as well as for children in general, and deepen your 

understanding of the church as a family. 

2. How should I think about the advice of friends concerning infertility? 

Out of a desire to be helpful and encouraging, people often give infertile 

couples advice that may not be helpful or even true.  For example, people 

sometimes advise, “You’re probably trying too hard.  Your tension and 

worry are probably preventing conception.”  Or in offering counsel similar 

to that of Job’s friends, some might admonish, “Repent of whatever hidden 

sin you have so God can bless you with a child.” (But think about this; if 

hidden sin was a likely cause of infertility, how do we explain the many 

illegitimate births that occur every year?) A common strategy some have 

suggested is, “Why don’t you just try and adopt.  Most people conceive 

when they give up and pursue adoption.” And then they tell you a story of 

how this worked for someone they know.  Although there may be some 

anecdotal truth in these suggestions, they can be misleading and come 

across more like magic formulas.  Magical thinking isn’t the way of faith.   

One woman described her struggle with such advice this way;  

“The worst times, though, are when my body plays tricks...one day 

late...two days...five days...then bam! The dream is over. These are 

the days I most want to hide away from the world, but these are 

usually the days someone says something 'helpful' they believe 'God 

laid on their heart' while they were praying in the shower.” 

Now I know, 'Pleasant words are like a honeycomb, Sweetness to 

the soul...' (Pr. 16:24), but there are times when words can feel more 

like daggers, than honey.”    (Premier Christianity) 
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3. How can I worship God when He seems so far away and unconcerned? 

“Infertility brings with it a minefield of scary scenarios and 

questions (What if I can't get pregnant? What if I miscarry again? 

What if I can't afford treatment?). Those thoughts tend to bring 

emotions, which then bring stress and worry. Infertility, like all 

suffering, has a way of putting pressure on us and our relationships. 

Infertility doesn't bring with it a free pass on how I treat people, my 

husband especially. Nor does it give us license to daydream about 

the many “What if's” that come with infertility. I have learned this 

the hard way. God gave us real emotions and feelings, but they are 

not morally neutral.”  (Gospel Coalition, Courtney Reissig) 

The apostle Paul described walking through this complicated life of ours as, 

“sorrowful yet always rejoicing” (2 Cor. 6:10). That applies to infertility 

as well. We may be sorrowful because what we’re going through is 

devastating, painful, and sometimes feels never ending. But we can also 

rejoice if we focus on the hope that this is not all there is to life. We may 

not be at all happy with our circumstances, but as we wrestle with God, we 

need to continue wrestling with Him until He wins.   

After a variety of life’s difficulties, Paul reminded us that, 

“… working together with Him, we also urge you not to receive the 

grace of God in vain— 2 for He says, 

“AT THE ACCEPTABLE TIME I LISTENED TO YOU, 

AND ON THE DAY OF SALVATION I HELPED YOU.” 

Behold, now is “THE ACCEPTABLE TIME,” behold, now is “THE DAY 

OF SALVATION”— 3 giving no cause for offense in anything, so that 

the ministry will not be discredited, 4 but in everything commending 

ourselves as servants of God, in much endurance, in afflictions, in 

hardships, in distresses, 5 in beatings, in imprisonments, in tumults, 

in labors, in sleeplessness, in hunger, 6 in purity, in knowledge, in 

patience, in kindness, in the Holy Spirit, in genuine love, 7 in the 

word of truth, in the power of God; by the weapons of righteousness 

for the right hand and the left, 8 by glory and dishonor, by evil report 

https://biblia.com/bible/esv/2%20Cor.%206.10
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and good report; regarded as deceivers and yet true; 9 as unknown 

yet well-known, as dying yet behold, we live; as punished yet not 

put to death, 10 as sorrowful yet always rejoicing, as poor yet 

making many rich, as having nothing yet possessing all things.”  II 

Cor. 6:1-10 

That phrase in v. 10, “as sorrowful yet always rejoicing” can be a bit of a 

paradox or antinomy for us.  But it is one of the richest truths to remember 

as believers walk through this broken world in anticipation of eternity.  One 

writer suggests that we can do this best by living life backwards.  With our 

eye focused on eternity, we can let our hope of Heaven enlighten and give 

shape to our struggles along the way, even before we get there.  

This perspective can also keep us from claiming the so-called “promises” 

for children in the Bible that can give us false hope.  Those biographies can 

be encouraging and can both build and challenge our faith, but just because 

God did something for someone in the past, doesn’t guarantee that He plans 

to do the same for us.  Try not to replace proper worship of a wise, loving 

and holy God, with misplaced negotiations. 

As we prayerfully navigate this journey, may we: 

• Face the disappointment, sadness, frustration, jealousy and confusion 

without some superficial denial.  

• Honestly wrestle with our dilemma with a primary desire to know God 

better. 

• Remember that even though we may feel alone, we aren’t. 

• Faithfully pray about whatever options you might have and do all to please 

God as you consider each one. 

• Continue to grow in our love for God and your love for others and remind 

yourselves that this is God’s chief purpose for us being on this planet. 

• Don’t let your legitimate sorrow hinder your genuine rejoicing. 

• Try and view the advice and occasional insensitivity of others through the 

lens of scripture the heart of our Father, and then faithfully pray… 

     “Pray, then, in this way: 

            ‘Our Father who is in heaven, 

            Hallowed be Your name. 
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     ‘Your kingdom come. 

            Your will be done, 

            On earth as it is in heaven. 

     ‘Give us this day our daily bread. 

     ‘And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. 

     ‘And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from evil.   

Mt. 6:9-13 (NASB) 


